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so that it will fulfill their interest approximately God - yet now not fooling around adequate to
construct a computer that might shipping them to Heaven - 5 intrepid and insatiably curious
scientists enlist the aid of a slumbering Bible historian to time-travel again over 2,900 years to
go to the Prophet Elijah. even though recognized again in his time, the Prophet isn't really a
simple individual to discover and the scientists try to fine-tune their coordinates to ensure they
do not burst off their mark like they did on their final time-travel expedition...which, apparently,
Alvin the historian turns out to have mysteriously forgotten about... writer Off to Visit the Prophet
Elijah William Dunigan is an ordained minister whose curiosity in Bible reports and technological
know-how fiction was once the root for this and his Off to Visit the Prophet Elijah prior book,
Reviving the useless Church via Reminiscing the Day of Pentecost. He lived such a lot of his
existence in Cincinnati, Off to Visit the Prophet Elijah Ohio, sooner than becoming a member of
the navy, the place he spent 18 months in unsafe Off to Visit the Prophet Elijah combat. William
at the moment lives in Rentz, Georgia, the place he enjoys morning walks along with his dog,
Midnight. Publisher's website: http: //www.eloquentbooks.com/OffToVisitThePr...
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